Quantal parameters of "minimal" excitatory postsynaptic potentials in guinea pig hippocampal slices: binomial approach.
Binomial distributions of amplitudes of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) mixed with Gaussian noise were simulated. The objective of Monte Carlo simulations was, firstly, to study influences of sampling size (N) and noise standard deviation (Sn) on estimates of mean quantal content (m), quantal size (v) and binomial parameters (n and p) by four methods of quantal analysis (histogram, variance, failures and combined method) based on the binomial model and, secondly, to modify these methods on the basis of comparison of estimated with simulated parameters. Reliable estimates (within +/- 10% of the simulated values) were obtained for large sample sizes (N = 500-1000) with Sn less than or equal to v by the histogram (deconvolution) method and with Sn less than or equal to 2v by the other three methods. Similar results were obtained by averages from about 10 simulations if smaller samples were used (N = 50-200). In electrophysiological experiments on slices, "minimal" EPSPs were recorded from CA1 pyramidal cells after low-intensity stimuli to stratum radiatum or stratum oriens. Amplitudes of minimal EPSPs fluctuated in a manner predicted by the quantum hypothesis. Amplitude distributions of EPSPs in the non-facilitated state were adequately described either by binomial statistics with an average p equal to about 0.4 (a range of 0.3-0.7) and an average n of about 3 (range 2-6) or by Poisson statistics with m of about 1. The quantal analysis suggests that typical values of m and v for a single activated fibre in stratum radiatum might be about 0.5-1 and 300-400 microV, respectively, with low p (0.1-0.3) and n (2-4). However, the estimates of binomial parameters should be considered as coarse approximations in view of the simulation results and a possible nonuniformity of parameter p. The comparison of results of various methods based on the binomial model, in both simulation and physiological experiments, indicates the reliability of estimates of basic quantal parameters (m and v) under realistic conditions of physiological experiments. The methods are considered to be sufficiently sensitive to make use of them for studies on mechanisms of long-term synaptic plasticity.